1985: RPG Hits the Trade Show Circuit
1985: First Ad and Business Card
As RPG began to fulfill orders for a growing number of studios, it started to advertise in the Journal of the Audio Engineering
Society. And the first business cards were printed.

1985: April First Exhibit at NAB
As RPG began to expand its market from recording studio to include broadcast studios, RPG exhibited at the 1985 Nation
Association of Broadcasters Conference and Dr. D’Antonio lectured on a new broadcast studio acoustic design using a reflection
free zone surrounding the mixing engineer and a diffuse rear.

1985: May 78th AES Convention, Anaheim, CA
Following the NAB in April, RPG exhibited at the 78th AES Convention in Anaheim and presented a paper entitled “The Role of
the Reflection Phase Grating Diffusor in Critical Listening and Performance Environments”. A copy can be found at
www.rpginc.com/News/Presentations. The contents were covered in the trades.

1985: May AES NY Local Chapter
The Live-End-Dead-End control room design concept was
gaining popularity in the recording industry and RPG was
very involved in the scientific documentation of both the
acoustical tools of absorption and diffusion used, as well as
in-situ measurements. Al D’Alessio moderated a panel
discussion of studio designers with a diverse background to
try to present the prevailing approaches at the time.
Included on the panel were Kent Duncan, Sierra Audio
Acoustics, Alan Fierstein, Acoustilog, Chips Davis, Chips
Davis LEDE Designs, Doug Jones, Northwestern University
Computer Music Studio and Peter D’Antonio, RPG Diffusor
Systems.

1985: July Seminal Measurements at Kaufman Astoria Studios
To document the performance of the new RPG Diffusors, attempts were made
to measure the temporal and spatial response using the TEF Analyzer in full
scale. This required a huge facility. Charles Bilello, a prominent studio
designer working on the new Master Sound Astoria, arranged for RPG to have
access to Stage H at the Kaufman Astoria Studios. At the time measuring
the polar response was carried out by placing 37 microphones, spaced 5
degrees apart on a 5 m radius semicircle and a loudspeaker on a concentric
10 m radius semicircle. A PZM microphone was sequentially moved in 5
degree increments and the impulse response was recorded at each position.
This was a very physical and laborious process, which today can be done in
15 minutes. This data was presented at the 79th AES in NY and represented
the first comprehensive measurements of the temporal and spatial
characteristics of the RPG Diffusor.

1985: August New Mix Magazine Ad and Article
As the number of studios using RPG Diffusors steadily increased RPG published a new ad in Mix Magazine, which also ran a
feature article on TRC Studios that included RPG’s QRD 4311 diffusors.

1985: September dB Magazine Article Master Sound Astoria
During RPG’s measurements at Stage H on the temporal and spatial response of the RPG Diffusors, Master Sound Astoria was
being built, as the first major production facility outside New York City in Astoria, NY. A comprehensive article was published in
dB Magazine, along with an article by Dr. D’Antonio on the RPG Diffusor, which played a key role in the design by Charles
Bilello.

1985: October 79th AES NY, RPG Nominated for a TEC Award
RPG was very busy at the 79th AES. Dr. D’Antonio presented his research
on the first comprehensive measurements of the RPG Diffusor, RPG
Exhibited it products and Dr. D’Antonio participated in a panel discussion on
3D Sound moderated by Doug Jones. Pictured in the panel are L to R Dr.
D’Antonio, Dr. Bill Martens and Dr. Gary Kendall of Northwestern
University.

1985: October Forbes Magazine Article
RPG Diffusor Systems was mentioned in a Forbes Magazine article describing the use of mathematical number theory by Prof.
Manfred Schroeder.

1985: October Nobel Prize
In 1985, Dr. D’Antonio was still employed at the Naval Research Laboratory as a diffraction physicist, while actively promoting
and growing RPG Diffusor Systems. During a taxi ride to the airport following the 79th AES, Dr. D’Antonio heard the news on
the radio that his supervisor Dr. Jerome Karle had
received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry!

1985: December Mix Tele‐Image Article
At the end of a very busy year, Mix Magazine published a feature article on the use of RPG Diffusors at Tele-Image

